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2. Thus it had once more been clearly proved
that the peaceful development of the world de
pended on the co-operation of the leading great
Powers, and. on the widest and most frequent ap
plication of the principle. of unanimity, especially
to the solution Of post-warproblems, There-was
no doubt that, ifanother meeting of the Council ..
of Foreign Ministers were held .at the same time
as the General.r Assembly, as had happened in
1946, in orderto-solve further problems, there
would be a relaxation-of tensionthroughout the
world and it Would.have,far.,rea.ching effects upon
th~. results of the As~em1:lly'sdeliberations.That
would. further,prove to those who .sincerely strove
.for the success {>fthe United Nations ill the spirit
of the Charter,but \\Tho so .. £arhad .not. been
realistic enough· to. recognize and. respect the real
prerequisites;forthat success,that theco--opera-'
tion ,of the leading P?wers was. a sine quanon.
3.rrhedailypr~cticeof the United:Nations sup
por~edth<!.ttbesis.In cases where one of the great
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.~See •. Olficial<Records of the/ourln sesSion·of the
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allowed them to promote .their national economy
and to progress towards political and economic
independence.

159. Mr. Kiselev then alluded to the statement
by Mr. Santa Cruz, representative of Chile, w~om
he accused of using the forum of the United
Nations in an attempt to distract the attention of
the General Assembly from the Soviet Union's
proposals (226th meeting) for the achievement
of world peace. The Chilean representative had
used doubtful arguments, had maintained that the
USSR proposals were simply ironical and had
thus sought to confuse a perfectly clear issue..
Slander on the part of the Chilean representative
was nothing new. Everyone was equally familiar
with the fact that it invariably came to nothing.
There was no need to stress the point further.

160. The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR
wholeheartedly supported the proposals put for
ward at the 226th meeting by Mr. Vyshinsky.
The Member States of the United Nations could
not disregard the anxiety of all the nations of the
world to prevent another war, They must develop
close co-operation among themselves. They must
take concrete steps for the speedy solution of such
international problems as the control and reduc
tion of armaments and of armed forces, the pro
hibitionof the atomic weapon, and the use of
atomic energy sc!ely for peaceful ends. War
mongering must be forbidden and all preparations
for a new war must be stopped.

161. In appealing to the great Powers to con
clude a pact for the strengthening of peace, the
Soviet Union had sought to free the peoples of
the world from the fear of another war and to

.bring to fruition the highest hopes of humanity,
. which craved only security and a lasting peace'.

The meeting rose at 1.40 p.m,

assist in the economic development of countries
devastated by the war.

156. At its ninth session, the Council had exam
ined the question of the development of the eco
nomically under-developed countries. It was
known that that problem was of interest to a num
ber of countries in which industry and agricul
ture were at a very low level, and in which the
masses lived in destitution.' That situation existed
mainly in countries which for many years had
been, or still were, subjected to ruthless exploita
tion by colonial Powers.

157. There was an attempt in some quarters to
represent the United States plan of technical aid
as one devoid of Imperialistic.aims, It was quite
clear, however, that the plan was nothing more
than an attempt by American monopolists to se
cure-a political and econ.omic hold on other coun
tries, to ruin .their domestic industries and to flood
their markets with American goods. They sought
to gain control of the resources of strategic raw
materials with intent to use them for military
ends. Thus, for example, the United States had
bought up nearly all the supplies of raw materials

. in the Belgian Congo. American companies were
ruthlessly exploiting the population of that region.
Mr. Kiselev gave another instance in support of
his argument: according to official statistics, to be
found in the Trusteeship Council's report," only
three of the 331. industrial undertakings in
Ruanda-Urundi belonged to the Native popula
tion, Those three companies were concerned with
the manufacture of pottery, basket-making and
tanning.

158. It was essential to take steps to prevent
American monopolists from: enslaving economi
cally under-developed countries under cover of the
United Nations. Generous aid must be granted to
under-developed countries, provided that such aid

TWO HUNDRED· AND TWENTY-EIGHTH ,PLENARY MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Monday, 26 September 194P, at 10.45 a.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6MULO (Philippines).

General •. debate (continued): speeches
by Mr-. Clementis· (Czechoslqvakia),

·~.Mr~K,ar~elj(yugosIavia), Mr. C~

Malik (Lebanon), Mr. Tsaldaris
(Greece), Mr. Pearson (Canada)

J. Mr. CLEMENTIS (Czechoslovakia) said. that,
in surveying. the achievements. and failures and in
analysing the problems which had concerned the
United Nations durh\g the past year, one impor
tantoand positive f~(';t had come to .light, .particu
larly. when those:(a~hievemelltswere'compared
with those of the pteclbdin~ session ofthe.General
Assembly:. The. St\cr(itary-General, in the ••• intro
d~.c~ion';o hisrej?o~;t for the year 1949,2 h!\~
rtghtlY stressed t~la~ the feaI" of war had" de-

.. creased, 'and he was' .partly·right to consider .the
breaJcing of theBerlindeadlockasthemain factor
con.tributing; towards that improved situation.

lSee· ..Official.~~co;ds.Of .the'thi~d ..sessio~· otthe..Gen-
eral Assembl~, SllPp1ement No. 4.., ..... ' ..•...... ,......,
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8. Despite the attitude of the leading country of
the capitalistic world, despite the North Atlantic
Treaty and continuous provocative warmonger
ing, there had been a lessening of international
tension and of the fear of war, owing to the con
sistent attitude and activity of the Soviet Union
and to the powerful and clear will of hundreds
of millions of people all over the world to main-:
tain peace and to struggle for peace. That spirit
of hundreds of millions of peoples of all nations
and races should not fail to influence the dis
cussions of the General Assembly and their out-
come. .

9. Mr. Clementis pointed out that although there
were many serious problems on the agenda of the
General Assembly, there was also the usual num
ber of items introduced purely for purposes of
provocations Those latter. items were apparently
intended to divert the attention of 'World public
opinion from other more essential questions. The
usual majority' had insisted on reverting to prob
lems which had already been discussed at previous
sessions instead of approaching new questions
constructively,

10. Even in connexion with the Palestine ques
tion, where the work of the United Nationshad
yielded many positive achievements, it should be
emphasized that if the United Kingdom had not
pursued its own particular policy .. in and around
Palestine, and if the United Stateshad not played
a double role, the question would not have had to
'b~ referred to the Assembly for a. final solution
and, what was more, it could have been solved
without bloodshed, c, and the hardships which had
befallen hundreds of thousands on both' sides
.could have been avoided.

6326 September 1949

Powers or a group of great Powers had tried to
achieve their own' selfish and unjust aims within
the United Nations with the aid of a mere mathe
matical and mechanical voting majority, the re
sult had too frequently been failure to solve the
problem in question. It was sufficient to cite the
examples of Greece and of Korea or the series of
questions concerning the prohibition of atomic
and other weapons of mass destruction, as well
as the reduction of armed forces and armaments
in general.
4. The principle that it was absolutely necessary
for all the great Powers to agree among them
selves on the solution of important political ques
tions was as old as the Organization itself, which
had been born under the sign of that principle; it
was so simple and obvious that even a political
novice must understand it. Therefore the fact
that it had not been and was not being applied,
that attempts were being made to by-pass it, or
even to abolish it from the-Charter, as a.dvocated
by the crusaders against the veto, indicated: that
an effort was being made to attain aims other than
those declared publicly. Thus, for instance, an at
tempt was being made to prevent much tried
'Korea from becoming free and united, and to
maintain a controlled and divided Korea; efforts
were being exerted to avoid prohibition of atomic
weapons and rather to achieve monopolistic con
trol over them.
5. There was no escape from the dilemma thus
created. However, even if it were admitted .that
the fear of war had really diminished and that
that achievement-however modest in scopebu.
of fundamental significance-had been attained
largely as a result of the meeting of the Council
of Foreign Ministers held in Paris in the Summer
of 1949, one characteristic fact must be empha- 11. The substance of the m~.i.ority of the Iother
sized. It was that the official representatives of problems which were again before the Assembly'
one of the great Powers participating in the Coun- was political. They could be solved only poljt
cil, which had even been one of the initiators of ically, and not by far-fetched juridical construe
die Paris meeting, had done their best to minimize tions or 'by a mathematical counting of votes. The
the significance of that meeting in order to stem question of' the admission of new Members was
the relaxation which had followed it. a case in point. At the previous session, whenthe
6. The great Power in question was the United \advisory opinion of the International Court of
States, which claimed a leading position within the justice' had been. adopted. by an insignific~nt ma..
United Nations as well as outside it. The United jority," it had been pointed out that a formalistic
States stood at the head of the capitalistic States juridical approach to the question was·.,politically"
and determined not only their attitude towards untenable and absurd. It had' led to everlasting
the fundamental questions of 'World politics' but and' futilC::::J1iscussionsin the Committee' on. the
often their. internal policies as well. Yet, in the Admission' of New Members and later in .the
cast~ofthe Paris meeting of the Council of For- Security Council. Certain Powers intended to re-,
eign Ministers, the United States could rightfully open. those. discussions while they' continued .to
-a:s could. all the other participants-e-have make. speeches exhorting respect .for the principle
claimed that it had contributed towards an ad of of universality of the United Nations and the
merit, which had been acknowledged with-satls- need, which was truly very pressing, to shorten
faction by the whole of peace-loving mankind.vithe period of the sessions. .'. .••.. ' ......•....
Instead, it had behaved in a contrary manner 12. Otherquestions which had been beforeili~ .
without achieving any significant result. Assembly for. several. sessions were . being .de~lt
7.'. Mr, qenientis did not. intend to. analyse the withby commissions and :igencies.whicl1had.been
causes of that seemingly contradictory phenome- established by the usual majority andwhich'iYere
non. 'Obviously, a relaxation oftheintemational in .fact undisguised instruments of Anglo~1\.i:ner
tension was not convenient for afurther.applica- icanlpowerpolicy.Themajorityofthosebodie~

<: tion of the strong hand policy nor for' a .continued had.been. created inviolation of dlespiritand ,the
waging of the. cold. yvar, nor,.fpr.the .cre~tionof letter- of the Charter of of,.other existing inter-
an atmosphere of fear, all 'ofwhich were.so neces- national agreements. -. . . •. .... ..........>/> ",
saryto justify the tremendous expenditures for ...• ......•. '.' ·.·.·.N .' ." .....".
the .increase in armaments and thepolitica1.and 13. Tbe Un!ted:Nati()l1s.Spec~a1.C~rnmitte~.ol1·
economic subjitg~tioi1 of other': countries. . the •Balkans,of sad ren0'N11,fell wlthl11th.at,~ate7

.' '.. gory. Its.rep.ortsremainedanunfo~tut:1ilt~(lp..d

••• 1.See 4.dwissioi{;;;g/A State to the Unitea Nations "
(Charter, Al'tic!e:'1),'i4,t;l.viSoryOpiltio,,:U:.t, RePortst948, va~e S7. '.' ... .• . '. '. . . .
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warning chapter in the history of the United Na
tions. The faculties of observation of the members
of the Committ~e were peculiar inasmuch as they
failed to see any of the horrors which the mon
archo-fascist units had perpetrated in all the re
gions of unfortunate Greece. Their auditory facul

,ties were also impaired, for they did not seem to
hear any of the provocative speeches about the
preparation of I,~ilitary raids into neighbouring
countries. .

14. Moreover: it should be noted that the Com
mittee had not been overly concerned with observ
ing its terms 01 reference. Although, from an
objective standpoint, all the conditions required
for ending the civil war in Greece had already
existed for some time, it had neither acknowl
edged nor given support to such a possibility,
despite the fact that a concretely formulated
proposal opening the way to the only possible and
lasting solution had been presented to Mr. Evatt,
President of the third session of the General As
sembly. On the other hand, the so-called peace
andorder maintained by means of intervention
and at a sacrifice of countless lives was not even
a permanent solution,
15. Mr. Clenient.s added that his remarks con
cerning the Committee on the Balkans could be
applied, mutatist.~utandis, to .the United Nations
Commission on Korea, which had been consti
tuted in violation of the Moscow agreement.
Moreover, from the formal point of view, the
illegal activity of the Commission, constituted on
the principle of pacta sunt non seruanda, had
been confirmed by the Interim Committee, a body
which had no competence and which had been
created illegally in violation of the Charter.

16. What ventures was the United Nations em
barking upon? The United Nations was an Or
ganization which had taken upon itself the re
sponsibility for the observance, reinforcement and.
respect of international law. -The United Nations
should be the institution to prevent rather than to
permita gamble with the destiny of a nation such
as Korea,' which had suffered so much in the past
and should be allowed to;. shape its own future.

17. The case of Korea served to demonstrate the
harm that could be done by an illegal body such
as theInterim Committee. Normally a body which
had carried on such activity would have been dis
solved, even had it been created legally. Instead,
a proposal was being .made that the existence, of
the interim body should again be prolonged," al
though the courage was lacking to designate it as

, a permanent committee. What was to be the activ
ity of that body in the future? Was it once more
to interfere with the competence of the General
Assembly while the latter was not in. session? The

..proposal for prolonging its existence became a
question of principle which would reflect the atti
tude .·of every Member nation towards the·
Charter.

18. The most vital questions . facing mankind
were-again before the Assembly in anot too en
couraging form,Those questions, so constantly
and justly placed on . the agenda by. the USSR
delegation, were o· international •control of .. atomic
energy, 'prohibition of atomic weapons 0 and re
ductionin armaments and' armed .forces. To

~ See Official Recardsof the fourth sessionaf the
GeneralAssembly, Suppleme~t No. 11. .

declare that those questions were beyond solution
and to stop the work of the relevant commissions
was to abandon the most important mission of the
United Nations. Perhaps such action was de
signed only to justify the tremendous armaments
taking place within the framework of the North
Atlantic Treaty?

19. Mr. Clementis recalled that the preceding
year, in his reply" .to Mr. Bevin's announcement
of that treaty under the innocent cloak of a re
gional pact, he had stated that that road led to
the abandonment of the principles of .the United
Nations and to the creation of opposing blocs of
States. Recent developments clearly confirmed
that thesis. No explanatory speeches or insincere
references to the Charter in connexion with the
North Atlantic Treaty could in any way alter that
reality. The delegation of Czechoslovakia could
not agree with those who defended the North At
lantic Treaty by maintaining that the spirit rather
than the letter was the decisive factor in judging
whether or not the treaty violated the Charter.
What, indeed, was the spirit of an instrument
which hid behind atomic bombs?

20. Although the submission of the question
of the former Italian colonies to the United Na
tions, and even the activity of .the Organization
in the Indonesian war, had been cited as proof of
the growing authority of the United Nations, the
reality was quite different. On the eve of .the
opening of the Assembly it had been learned, that
the United Kingdom had generously granted a
somewhat peculiar independence to Cyrenaica,
keeping for itself all the prerogatives of sover
eignty. Similarly, as had been .the case before the
opening of the second part of the third session,
the Assembly had learned that another round
table conference was meeting at The Hague. It
was clear that the tactics of postponement, of
making it impossible to reach an agreement, as in
the case of the former Italian colonies, and of
failure to respect the resolutions of the United
Nations, as in the case of Indonesia, were in- .
tended to present the world with a fait accompli,
to arrive at the so-called internal legal solution
which the Union of South Africa had undertaken
in direct contradiction with resolutions 65 (I),
141 (ll) and 227 (Ill) of the General Assembly
in the case of South West Africa.

21. Those were just a few concrete examples to
prove the oft-repeated statement of the Czecho
slovak delegation that the United Nations WhS

being by-passed, that its authority was being
weakened and that efforts were being made to
misuse it.

22. In the catelory of what: Mr. Clementis had
called the usual. number of items introduced
purely for purposes of provocation, were those
concerning the violation of human rights,in,
eluded in the agenda apparently for the sole pui-.'
pose of. providing the representatives with an
opportunity to voice their prejudices against the
Soviet Union and the peoples' democracies; and
thereby offering the Press suitably prefabricated
material for anti-Soviet .propaganda and war
mongering. It was clear that those responsible for

'. that campaign wished itto be continued not only.
because ofdeep-rootedIndustrial, economic and

.1See Official. Re.cordsofthethird sessi.6h of. the Gen-
eralJ:lsslJlmbly, Part I, 14Sthplenary meeting. .,
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that its right to peace could be violated, or, more
-accurately, that that right was being violated by
the preparation for war.

27. That did not mean that fruitful, outstanding
and wor.thy achievements in the field of protecting
and strengthening human rights were not possible
within the scope of the United Nations. It was
sufficient to recall war as such, the way it was
being waged in Viet-Nam, in Indonesia, in
Malaya, the treatment of the Natives and the In
dians in South Africa, or, less {",r afield, in the
land of "jim Crow".
28. The third session of the General Assembly
had been told about a so-called self-imposed
minority. Similarly, the fourth session was hear
ing about a small group which was allegedly in
sisting on a policy of threatening other members
of the international community. That was peculiar
logic and peculiar fact-finding. That small group,
which devoted the major part of its material and
spiritual resources to peaceful reconstruction of
its economy, which, without outside help, relying
solely upon itself and the spirit of unselfish mu
tual co-operation, had developed its economy to a
level which showed constantly improving trends
and which had no reason to fear economic crises
-,.'that small group was allegedly menacing all the
others and causing a profound sense of insecurity.
But the other group, which not long after the war
had exhibited tendencies to revise solemn agree
ments and obligations concluded during the war
in the.spirit of friendship and understanding, had
begun to proclaim doctrines and to strengthen old
military bases and construct new bases around
the socialist countries, that other group which
even on the eve of the fourth session had an
nounced the creation of organs for the imple
mentation of, the North Atlantic Treaty, was
supposed to be the one which implemented the,
obligations of the Charter. The conclusions to be
drawn were obvious.
29. The Czechoslovak delegation had already
stated the causes which, in spite of those unpleas
ant realities, had eased rather than strained inter
national relations. That situation certainly encour
aged work within the United Nations where, in
spite of obvious differences of opinion, in spite of
real difficulties which could not be' surmounted at
once, activities that, would be beneficial to all
peace-loving men could be promoted.
30. Before the opening of the fourth session,
and in the plenary meetings, it had been said that
the United Nations could successfully further
such activity, especially in the economic and social
fields. The Czechoslovak delegation, would, wel
come such, a development. It had been gratified
that, after discussion in the Economic and Social
Council" the question of the implementation and
the observance of Articles 55 a.nd'56, and in par- .
ticular55 a of the Charter, had been included
in the Assembly;s agenda. Those provisions called
for action to achieve or maintain full employment
and higher standards of living and economic
stability. Although those problems had definitely
been solved in Czechoslovakia, as well as in the
other countries that were building socialism, the
Czechoslovak delegation' would welcome discus
sion on,them.
31. Perhaps' those problems had been placed on
the agenda of the Assembly asa result of the
lessons learned from, the ,failure of the Marshall

'65

1See 0 picial Recordsofthe third session 01. the Gen
era14ssembl~, Part 1/, "1139th plenary meeting.
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financial interests, but also because of the internal
political need for fighting communism, which in
some instances provided a convenient device for
curbing strikes and weakening .the trade union
movement of the working class, and thereby for
masking semi-fascist regimes and internal diffi
culties. It was, of course, also possible that the
inclusion of those topics in the agenda of the
Assembly was merely a smoke-screen, designed
to hide cases of serious and systematic violation
of human rights on the part of those countries
which verbally, and in the 'Press, most warmly
supported the proponents of the discussion of
those items. Was it perhaps a maneeuvre to pre
vent prior accusations of flagrant crimes against
freedom, equality and humanity from being
lodged against those countries which most fre
quently invoked the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights? .

23. The campaign against the Hungarian Peo
ple's Republic and in favour of the treacherous
Cardinal Mindszenty had failed sadly. And the
anti-Bulgarian attacks in favour of Bulgarian
citizens who had committed high treason and
were priests by profession, sounded hollow. Re
cently, in order to keep the issue alive, Australia
had entered a complaint against .the Romanian
People's Republic (Aj948).
24. Mr. Clernentis recalled that during the sec
ond part of the third session," the Czechoslovak
delegation had clearly stated that the question did
not belong on the agenda of the General Assem
bly, and had given the reasons for its position. It
felt that the boringly identical accusations repre
sented an endeavour to interfere in the internal
affairs of other nations. Legal punishment of high
treason and other actions which were crimes ac
cording .to penal law could not be considered as
a violation of human rights.
25. On the other hand, the Czechoslovak dele
gation was willing at any time to discuss the posi
tive contribution of. the peoples' democracies in
strengthening and broadening human rights. Mr.
Clementis pointed out that, while Governments
which frowned upon the peoples' democracies had
been unable to guarantee freedom from fear of
the atomic bomb to their citizens or freedom from
want to' their unemployed, the people of the peo
ples' democracies had launched a, world-wide
proclamation of man's inalienable right to peace.
The peace congresses of Wroclaw, New York,
Paris, Prague," Budapest, Moscow and Mexico.
City hadbeen peace plebiscites at which the rep
resentatives of hundreds of millions ofpeople had
proclaimed their desire for peace, their will for
peace and their firm resolve to' destroy the evil
work of warmongers and the grave-diggers of
peace, both at home and abroad.
26. The working and ,thinking people of the
world found support and expressed confidence in
the Soviet Union, which rallied to its side all the
truly peace-loving peoples of the world-Malicious
attacks' on countries which had punished those
who were preparing for war in alliance with the
enemies of peace from abroad, were ridiculous. at

) time when hundreds of millions of people were
calling» for the right to peace. That most basic
right" was still 'in ,danger and it was up to the
United Nations to free mankind .from the' fear
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37. NQ one could possibly deny that the pro
posals of the delegation of the Soviet Union had
been made in the spirit of the Charter, or that
their adoption would tremendously increase the
authority of the United Nations. Mr. Clementis
felt sure that the attention of world public opinion
would be focussed upon the fate of those pro
posals, for everyone knew that their adoption
would mark a revolutionary turning point, a his
toric turning point in the post-war development
of the world. Mankind had paid a heavy toll in
fighting, privations and often blood in order to
achieve such gains. The proposals' for peace did
not entail sacrifices and suffering ; on the con
trary. they were intended to save mankind from
them, and from, something very much worse. The
USSR proposals put a fateful question to the
United Nations. Could any honest member of the
world community hesitate even for a moment to
give a positive reply?

38. Mr. Clementis concluded by recalling that
General Romulo had coined a new name for the
fourth session of the General Assembly, namely,
the "Peace Assembly". That name should enter
the annals of the United Nations. The adoption
of the USSR proposal would determine whether
that would come about. ' .

39. Mr. K.ARDELJ (Yugoslavia) stated that he
wished to dwell on a few fundamental facts
which, in his opinion, were of very great impor
tance to the world in general, and especially to his
country.

40. He wished, first, to point out that discrep
ancies between words and deeds had reached ab
solutely astonishing proportions; that was true
even in the United Nations. It was undeniable
that, even in the Assembly, most of the interna
tional questions which gave rise to. controversy
were presented in a guise very different 'from
reality. ,
41. It was true that, during the preceding ten
years, andespeciaUy after the cruel ordeal of the
Second World' War, democratic. feeling ..had so
increased ,amo~g nations that it had become very
difficult opeiily to defend the colonial system, in
equitable relations between various nations, im
perialistic expansionism, and the attempt of the
great Powers to impose their will Uponthe weaker
Powers. Whatever party they belonged to, work
ers expectedan ever increasing. consideration tc
be given.to their democratic opinions.
42. That did not mean, however, that every
thing· condemned by the popular. democratic con
science had .• disappeared. The unsound policy was
continued, .under cover of propaganda tricks;\
Thus, •although. the enslavement . of nations was
considered to be a crime, such'enslavementnevers
theless continuedow.ing to the. use of a whole
series of political andeconomic procedures;
43. The equality of rights of all the sovereign
countries· .'Yere solemnly "recognized ;'. some qf,j
those, however,who in words declared themselves
in ,favour of that principle had scant regard. for
it,.intheir. own. relations with other. countries;
44.' Moreover, a dangerous policy, bas~don the
idea that,in order to defend peace, it .was neces-.'
sary to make the threat of war felt, had found
widespread application. . .' '. . .•.. .. . • .
45, r.astly,at. tlie very time when therew.asso ,< .
much. talk about the principle of non-intervention\, ... '; -,' .. .. .. . '. .. - , .. '.. "..', ,'" ,.... ,-., ,. "-... _,

'\~

~ '-"',-.~. ,_... ~-··,-.I-

Plan, Czechoslovakia had opposed that plan,
among other reasons, because it had been estab
lished outside the framework of the United Na
tions and was contrary to the principles of the
Organization.

32. The activities of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development should serve as
a warning to those who hoped that the United
Nations would achieve success in the economic
field. The Bank. which had originally been plan
ned. as an institution working in the spirit of the
United Nations. had become an instrument of the
power policy of the United States.

33. The foregoing survey of the problems in
cluded on the agenda of the General Assembly
gave no cause for satisfaction; rather it should be
taken as a very serious warning and a challenge
to' increase efforts so that the United Nations
might finally fulfil its highest and most important
mission. which was to secure peace and to further
relationships among all peace-loving peoples of
the world.
34. The contemporary movement for peace was
not an expression of defeatism. but a manifesta
tion of . self-cunfidence and strength. qualities
which characterized its representatives; The
United Nations would beable to fulfil its great
mission for peace only when"it became strong,
when it refused to permit its authority and com
petence under the Charter'to be by-passed. mis
used and undermined through the creation of
illegal bodies and the discussion of matters which
had no place on its agenda. When those negative
activities had been eliminated from the life of the
United Nations. the Organization would really
become what the whole of peace-loving mankind
would like' it to be. The attainment of that goal
required ceaseless and patient struggle against
such condemnable practices and. above all. acrea
tive initiative which would enable the United Na
tions to develop its most essential activity. namely,
the strengthening of peace in the world:

~5. The USSR delegation. faithful to its gr.eat
tradition-through its Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Vyshinsky,. had once again come forward
with proposals (226th meeting) which were. a
simple and workable instrument for solving the
most .vital .problems of contemporary ". mankind.,
Under the terms of these proposals. the. General
Assembly called upon all-nations to cease all prep
arations for a. new war, to free the people from
t1ieever~presentburden' of an armaments race.

.to .draw .the necessary .conclusions from. the
solemn. obligations they had assumed on entering
theUriited Nations•. to pr0b.ibit atomic weapons
and-secure an effective control of those instru
mentsof 'genocide, and to settle differences be
tweet,.'countries by peaceful means; it further ex
h9r.tedthe greafPowers, which bore the principal
responsibility £01'. security under \the Charter, to
act·'in.·.accordall~e.with that responsibility.

36.·•.•.•• The ciechoslo~akdelegation. fully'supported
the proposals of the USSR delegation, for they
had already been approved by the whole of the .,
Czechoslovak people, •by all thecountrie~ which
desired peace and .: by millions of people from all'
o:verthewodd. -. It was unquestionable>thatthe
absolu,te Illaj'ority ()f:mankilld s()qght.pea~~a~4 .
ilia.t th~';11Iliv~rsalde~ire ••.. f9r;peace ,cottl<in()t be
diyid~d 1>Y any kind ()firOl},cur.tljin. '

" .,. ',.'.,','," .. ':- ,', ;,-,':,:,' ":
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.they were exploited or subjugated. The assertion
that the principle otthe sovereignty of States was
out. of date, and, that it Was necessary to s~t up
a world government or State-which in' fact
would legalize political and economic d~mination
by one. great.Power or ~nother-~3:% equally in
comJ?atible ,wIth anyeiesire for peace. It was im
possible to speak of peace and aDthe same time
heap insultsupon a Government which called for
a .gr~ater measure, of democracy in international
relations. Such contradictory assertions had been>.
made, and the Yugoslav idelegatlon considered
that ~o be an extremely dangerous factor, which
constituted a permanent threat of war.

53. It was obvious that the .question of the
equa!ity of rights and the independence of smaiI
countries was closely linked to the problem of
their economic deye!opme~t. Jt vyas clear ihevery
one that the existing discrepancy betw~~n the
wea~th of technical. resources and gener~l eoo
nomic progress of highly-developed countries on
the one hand, and the economic position of~illider~

developed countries on the other,representeda c;

clear. danger to the pursuit of normal economic
relations,
54. The.1!nited Nations musts~lve that problem
by providing under-developed countries with
assistance in. the spirit. of trtf. C~1l:~ter, in other
words, the kind o~asslst~l,)j7 wfhcll would help
to strengthen the md~pen(R'nceG£' those nations.
55. It would be absurd to speak of economic and,
political collaboration with respect for .the right;.
of all c~>untries, if the basic premise was that the
economies of under-developed countries should
only complement the economies of the more de-»
-veloped countries. What should -be sought, was an
increase in, the well-being and strength of each
cow:try, the maximum development of its pro
ductive powers and the strengthening of its
autonomy. ' I~'}

~6. , That was one of the mostJmportint qu~s-'
tions before .the United Nations,although itswas
among those in which United Nations action had

. been' particularly ineffective. .'
\57. It was true that by its resolution 200 (Ill)
, of 4 December 1948 the General Assembly had
decided to provide, technical assistance to under
de,'veioped' countries, and that tneasures were being
taken to make the assistance available through the.
U~ited Nations and its specialized agencies. That;"
might be,~, ,usefu! ,step., The under-developed
country which received that assistance however"
had to have the means 'necessary td,.p~ofit·byit:
It should ~e noted th<.lt the current 'situation was
favourable\to 'a, rapid economic',. development of,
under-developeacountrieS:" The, best soluti()nof
the,problem wo!)ld.be onewhichpermitted,under~o
developed countries to. rely on .the United Nat:ipns
for. economic assistance. Any measure to. tha.t~nd
)Vould be a great step to\yardsstrengtheningth~

independence of ,'l}1at:tY .: co,untries,/andth.ereby
towards strengthemngpeace'//i< ••
58. , Yugoslavia's,' attitude o~ all 'those .questions
was well kriownowingto thepo~itionitha.dtaken
since the 'inception of ,.the Un.itedNations:
Eigh~«;n mo~ths previously, ,however" it had been
~aced ',with ~e.ne\V •• p'f~blelllof .~efendillgits '., ,',. '"
Independence'. and, s()vereIgnty.A ,.dtfferencehad .~~' ••'.",'
arisen between the Government of the Union ofr" , ,
Soviet Socialist Republics and the Federal Peo
ple's Republic of Yugoslavia..
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-- ~59. As an instance of discrepancies between had been blamed for its sympathies with that
words and acts/Mr. Kardelj dwelt on the anti- moeement.s-A considerable, sectionoi~the Press
democratic"agitation instigated by the Govern- and .'. broadcasting stations throughout the world
ment of the Soviet Union against Yugoskw~a, had been. mobilized to spread .base calumnies
which had lat~ly aroused world public opinion.) against Yugoslavia and to insult it. '
60. That agitation showed that the USSR Gov- 66. Furthermore; provocative trials, such as the
ernment was not always the champion of the Rajk case .in 'Hungary, had been instituted. Those
world's current aspirations to democracy and trials would take a major. place in the history of
peace. Yugoslavia appreciated certain positive and international provocation, if only by reason of
progressive stands taken by that Government in the Machiavellian ingenuity;. of the aGf~sations
favour of peace and encouraging pacific 00- .against Yugoslavia.r'Brazenly; without the least
operation between nations, and supported them. 'concern for. verisimilitude or any attempt to, dis
There was, however, a radical difference between guise self-evident contradictions, such calumnies
the words and the deeds of the Government of had b~en)i:1.1rled at Yugoslavia in the course of

~ the Soviet Union. That was particularly obvious the trial-that the moral outlook of those who could
"in its relations with Yugoslavia. stage such sinister farces must raise a shudder.

Yet those same people must needs try to demon-61. It was impossible to talk about non-interven- t • •
tiorr in the domestic affairs of other States. while strate that Yugos avia was an aggressive country,

=-- occupying a position such as that taken by the bent, it appeared, on launching an armed attack
~ USSR,towards Yugoslavia, an independent State. against all the eastern European countries. That

If was not possible to speak of peace and, at the was necessary in order to justify the brutal pres-
same time, utter the threats which the Soviet sure on Yug-osla,{iia. )) I

Union had uttered against Yugoslavia. 67. Despite" the fact, that world public opinidn
, had been engaged by those problems for many

62. That was the more significant since the months, Mr. Vyshinsky had not said a word
USSR must be as well aware as any other coun- about them. The Yugoslav delegation, however,
try .that Yugoslavia was not backed' by any bloc felt that those facts could not be passed over in
of Powers and had not entered into any secret silence, because it was not in fact merely a ques
treaties or 'militaryalliances with any Powers tion of an ideological conflict, but of a desire for
hostile to it. That was probably why it thought hegemony to be exercised over Yugoslavia, an
it could employ, in regcl.'i:-lto Yugoslavia, methods independent country which was threatening no
of diplomacy hitherto unknown in history and one, which was busied in buildSig its own social
which moreover could not be considered as credit- ist economy and therefore had no other desire
able to the country practising them. but peace.
63.. Thepeoples of Yugoslavia who, by their own 68. In their struggle for independence and for
efforts and' great sacrifices during the Second the principle of equality of rights in international
World War, had achieved their national and relations, the peoples of Yugoslavia were defend
social freedom, wished to organize the socialist ing the right of every nation to the free develop
life oftheir country in their own way..They were ment. of' its creative forces, in other words, the
convinced that by so doing they were serving not establishment of conditions essential to human
only their own interests, but nISI) those of peace progress. They were not guided by narrow
and of human "progress. They jwere convinced nationalist considerations, by an absurd claim to
that, in taking suchan attitude, they were' show- 'a life. independent of the remainder of the human
ing respect for Ithe historic past and culture of race. They were aware of the fact that progress
other nations and for their right to live and de- demanded an ever increasing development of the
velop. on .their own lines, thus bringing their in- creative energies of nations and. that such a de
dividual contribution to the common cause of velopment could be achieved only if it were pro
human progress. tected from every form of foreign domination
64. As was always thecase-in-similar historical and ev~r)' form of external pressure.
circumstances, there had been an attempt to cloak 69, Mr.' Vyshinsky had strongly denounced in
the true ideological. and materialnature of the his speech (226th meeting) both the policy of
dispute.' Inotuer to .estahl}~h ' a' -hegemoliy over warmongeringand recourse to the threat of war.
Yugoslavia, every form; nf\pressure, backed by He had emphasized that the USSR Government
a campaign of lies and I :>:~hder unparalleled in heartily supported the principle of the equality
history; had been broughtto bear-on it; Organ-.: of rights as between States. He had submitted to

/' ized economic, pressure had all .but brought about the General Assembly proposals emphasizing his
a complete economic blockade of Yugoslavia by Government's, wish that all disputes vshould be
eastern. European countries, An attempt was settled by peaceful means.The Yugoslav delega
being made to terrorize people with,weak nerves tion must state that the Government of the Soviet
by .means of notes which were of inordinate- Union should put its principles into practice,
length and which were not in accordance" with especially where it was easiest, namely, towards

.diplomatic ..·.practice.· That was accompanied byth~'FederalPeople's Republic of Yugoslavia, a
countless .frontier incidents and by troopmove- country' which ·belonged to 'no bloc," which was
meIltsaillounting. to.military. demonstrations. no threat to anyone and was geographically close
65,; ...•.. It w~uld, suffice to say that, "from .1.' July to' the USSR.

, 1948toJ SeptemberJ949, 219 frontier incidents 70. That was all the more appropriate since Mr.
involviDgtheuse of arms had been proyoked by Vyshinsky had declared that theUSSR ';vished to
AlbaQia, Bulgaria, Romania aad Hungary.,There collaborate peaceably and on equal terms with
had afsobeen69violationsof the Yugoslav air every country ready to adopt a similar attitude
space; More()ver, the Greek democraticvarmy and-since that was exactly the kind of collabora
comiTIandwas, being used,{or,political.slander,of tionwhichYugoslavia desired and was' always
Vt1n'Ml.",i;' '"lthnuahrint'1nnp' hefore YUl!'osla.via prepared to provide. .

\)
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71. In conclusion, Mr. Kardelj returned to the last where there was no sound economic organiza
proposals submitted to the General Assembly by tion having as its constant aim the raising of the
Mr. Vyshinsky, The Yugoslav delegation wfs standard of living of the people. "
favourable, in principle, to the conclusion of a 78. Mr. Malik did not wish to commit himself
pact for strengthening peace.Jt considered, how- in advance to any judgment as to whether the
ever, that such a pact could be useful only if it Bulgarian, Hungarian and Romanian Govern
were open for accession to all countries, since all "ments had or had not violated fundamental human
nations, whether great or small, had an equal rights it! their respective countries. Indeed, he
interest in peace. would be very happy if, as a result of the exami
72. Yugoslavia did not overlook the importance nation of the question; it became evident that no
of the part which the great Powers played in the such violation had been committed. He empha
welfare of mankind, particularly with regard to sized, however, that the inclusion of that item in
the maintenance of peace. It felt, however, that the agenda was a very significant fact, inasmuch
the collaboration on equal terms of the smaller as it constituted an historic precedent as rar as
countries in all efforts for peace was essential in the safeguarding of human rights was concerned.
order that such peace should not be confined 79. The United Nations was bound by its own
merely to the great Powers but that it should Charter to promote the universal and effective
also exist between the gre~t' and smaller Powers, observance of human rights. Prior to the adoption
that it should be a democratic peace, a peace of of the Charter, the individual, as far as his funda
nations with equality of rights, a. peace for all, not mental human rights were concerned, had been
merely for those with force ~J their disposal. exclusively the subject of his Government. But
73. Mr. C. MALIK (Lebanon) congratulated the since the adoption of the Charter, the 'individual
President on his election. There was a generalh~d also become the concern of the' United
hope among the President's many friends that the Nations in that important domain. One important
United Nations might, under his leadership, set way of-implementing that principle, which was
a landmark in the all important effort for the fully embodied in the Charter and which had
strengthening of peace. - received further concrete expression in the proc-

lamation of the Universal Declaration of Human
74. Mr. Malik wished to indicate in general but Rights, was for the United Nations to .concern
precise terms the views of his delegation on those itself with any alleged specific violations of
items on the agenda in which it was particularly human rights. The tremendous significance of the
interested. item on the agenda was::""'l.t the sovereign State
75. The" Greek question had again come up for was no longer the sole and final judge in the
consideration by the Assembly. Ever since the -treatment of its citizens in the' field of human
dawn of'history, Lebanon had had intimate and rights;' it was subject to the:' vigilance and to the
fruitful relations with Greece. In recent years, moral judgment, at least, of the organized corn
it had endeavoured. to re-establish a community munity of nations.
of 'interest and intercourse with the brave Greek 80. The Palestine refugees had been heartened
people; while Greece had still been under Ger- when they had heard Mr. Acheson, Secretary of
man occupation, the free Greeks had held a de- State of the United States, declare at the 222nd
cisive conference in Lebanon. The deiegation of meeting that, as an interim measure, the General
Lebanon would support every measure designed Assembly should make the necessary provision
to strengthen Greece against any danger from for the maintenance of 'those refugees until the

.the north and to restore to the Greek people their. time when they could again become self-sustain-
inalienable right to unity and security, . i,Qg members of the Near Eastern communities.
76. The struggle of the Indonesian people for The Lebanese delegation would place its full
freedom and independence had naturally elicited knowledge of the tragic problem of Palestine
much .. sympathy in Lebanon. It was generally refugees at the disposal of the General Assembly
hoped that the conference which was being held when the matter came up for debate and decision.
at The Hague would culminate in the final solu- 81. While continuing the temporary relief mea
tion of that problem, and that another Free Asian sures, it was imperative for the Generall\sserrtbly
republic might soon be welcomed into the family to take effective measures to apply the p)~n~,iples
of nations. The Lebanese delegation therefore it .had formerly affirmed. The. problem t~~'\the
.hoped that the natural rights of the Indonesian refugees was much more than a humanitarian
people would be satisfied by mutual consent in problem; it could not be adequately settled by
such a manner that the Indonesian question could measures of relief alone. The ultimate fate of one
be struck off the agenda. million human beings should not remain indefi
77. The Lebanese position on the question of nitely undecided; the dignity and self-respect of
the former Italian colonies was the same as it those men and women could not be preseryedor
had been at the third session of the Assembly. regained by precarious international charity. .:
Lebanon desired that tt·'.se territories should, in 82. The General Assembly had already commit
accordance with the wishes or their inhabitants, ted itself, in its resolution 194 (UI) of n
attain full self-government as soon as possible. December '1948, to the principles. on which .the
With regard to Libya in particular, the Lebanese permanent settlement of the problem must be
delegation was glad to note a general acceptance based r namely, repatria.tion· for those .refugees
et the principle of granting unity and speedy who desiredto returnto their homes and IiveIn

/independence.However, the merepolitical solu- peace with their neig4bours, and. compensation
tion of that problem was not enough; Lebanon for those who.chose.not-to return. There was also
would also press for the inclusion of the former the implicit.obligation that the Gerieral Assembly!;
Italian colonies in any scheme of economic devel- would guarantee to those whoxetun:ledJotheir
opment under the United Nations..Politicalinde- homes full observance of their human rights .and
pendence was a great.-1;)lessing, >but it would not fundamental freedoms.· . u
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83. But those principles had not so far been put
put into effect. It was therefore incumbent upon
the General Assembly, at the current session, not
only to reaffirm those principles, but also to give
them concrete content and shape, and to set up
adequate machinery for .their implementation. To
divert attention from those principles would
serve only to prolong the agony of the refugees
and to intensify the tension and potential strug
gle in the Near East. It would also bring about a
serious deterioration in the social and psycho
logical situation in that area. .

84. The Lebanese Government's cieep' concern
for the Palestine refugees did not blind it to the
situation .of other refugees in other parts of the
world; The International Refugee Organization
was to be dissolved in 1950. Mr. Malik recalled
that he had taken part, both in the Economic and
Social Council and in the Third Committee, dur
ing the second part of the first session, in the
elaboration of the constitution of the Interna
tional Refugee Organization. The Lebanese dele
gation believed that som~ organ capable of taking
full care of the needs of refugees, and especially
of the children among them, should be set up
at the current session ofthe Assembly to replace
the International Refugee Organization. '

85. Mr. Malik then turned to the question of
Jerusalem. THe task facing the Assembly in re
gard to Jerusalem was to give effect to General
Assembly resolutions 181 (II) and 194 (UI) of
29 November 1947 and 11 December 1948. Both
those resolutions called for the establishment of
an international regime for Jerusalem and the
surrounding area.

86. The current session offered what might be
the last occasion to remove Jerusalem perma
nen"::ly from the 'danger of further damage or
destruction, and to satisfy the deep desire of the
Christian world, as expressed repeatedly in recent
months by the Pope and many other Catholic
spokesmen, as well as by the spiritual leaders of
other denominations, for a truly international
regime for the Holy City. It was also a unique
occasion because, for the first time in history,
the Moslem world was freely offering to share the
custodianship of one of its most sacred places with
the 'other great world religions. If at that historic
moment the western Christian world were to
allow itself to be overwhelmed by political con
siderations and, ..therefore, to falter in its deter
mination .try place Jerusalem' above the struggle
of Jew and Arab, history would one day reveal a
tragic bankruptcy. in Christian statesmanship,
Jerusalem belonged to the whole world, not only
to those who lived there. The Assembly would
fail in its duty towards the international commu
nity if it did not grasp the opportunity to put into
effect a regime in which the rights and interests
of Christians, Moslems and, jews were made
effective.

87. The past year had witnessed a war in Pales
tine in which Jerusalem itself had not. been
spared. The "Cityo£' Peace" was currently oc
cupied by the forces of two sovereign States
which only recently had been at war and which
might perhaps be at war again i~ the near or dis
tant .future.. Unless the entire city of JeIjtsalem
with its surrotmcl~~-\ areas were removed corn
nletelv and perrt;.,_.t1y fromthe jurisdiction of.

{hat it would not again be damaged and perhaps
altogether destroyed.

88. Any plan for the internationalization of
Jerusalem must fulfil the following conditions: it
must eliminate the possibility that the area might
again become a battleground; it must assure the
protection of, and liberty of access to, all Holy
Places and religious sites, buildings and institu
tions; and it must allow and make possible the
restoration of private property and public trusts
to their rightful owners in accordance with condi
tions prevailing before the termination of the
British Mandate.

89. In order to fulfil those conditions, the elimi
nation of sovereign authority wielded within
Jerusalem by specific States was essential. In its
place, the international community must exercise
full, unrestricted, and inalienable sovereignty and
authority. Any plan which concerned .itself only
with the internationalization of specific sites with
in Jerusalem was inconsistent both with the inten
tions of the Assembly as expressed in previous
resolutions and with the wishes and interests of
the three world religions. There could be no
safety or security for .... the Holy Places within
Jerusalem unless the whole city were removed
from the sovereignty of either party currently
occupying it.

90. The Lebanese Government's attitude to the
plan presented by the United Nations Conciliation
Commission for Palestine (A/973) was governed
by, the extent to which that plan fulfilled those
conditions. In so far as the plan was vague on
the questions of the restoration of property. in
.Terusalem and the surrounding area to its rightful

.owrrers.vand the degree of authority to be .exer-
cised by the Arabs and the Jews within their re
spective zones, it required further clarification
and precision. The Lebanese Government would,
however, be willing to take it as a basis for dis
cussion and consideration.

91. The Conciliation Commission had held a
long session in Lausanne. The French, Turkish
and United States members of the Commission
deserved sincere congratulations for' the tact,
patience and detachment with which they had
carried out their difficult task. The delegation of
Lebanon had played an active and constructive
role at the Lausanne conversations. At a certain
stage in thoseconversations, the Arab and Israeli
delegations had agreed-it was, perhaps, the first
agreement between them-to a certain definite
basis for any further useful continuance of the
Lausanne discussions. Certain presuppositions
had been agreed upon as forming the basis for
further discussion through the good offices of the
Conciliation Commission. That procedural agree
ment, bordering also on the substance of the
issue, had been one of the most important events
in jhe recent development of the Palestine ques
tion. The Israeli delegation had later shown itself
disinclined to' abide, by that agreement. If the
Israeli representatives' were to declare themselves
prepared to honour in good faith what they had
accepted four and a half months previously, there
would be anew significant spurt of hopeful
activity in the Conciliation Commission's work.

92, 'Since the third' session of the General
AssernbJy, threedevelopmentshad occurred which
had cast new gleams of hope into the hearts of
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peoples of the Middle East. The first was the
announcement by the President of the United
States of his bold new programme for the devel
opment of the less developed areas of the world.
Mr. Truman, in many of his subsequent state
ments, had expressly referred to the Middle East
as one of the regions he had had in mind in con
nexion with point four of his inaugural address.
Other United States leaders had also, in formal
statements, associated the Middle East, among
other regions, with the President's programme.
It was a principle as old as Aristotle that poten
tiality must depend on actuality for its own
realization; what was possible could not, by itself,
realize itself. Consequently, when vast areas of
the world, with immense human and material re
sources, heard the voice of a great country such
as the United States proclaim its determination
to help in their development, without imperialis
tic motives, .the peoples of those regions had every
right to be heartened. A new era might thus be
beginning, an era in which increasing numbers of
less developed peoples-whose lack of develop
ment was partly their own fault, partly the fault
of certain historical contingencies, but in no event
the unalterable imposition of doom-s-would be
creatively swept into the historical orbit of re
sponsibility and participation. The potential sig
nificance of President "Truman's idea could not
be over-emphasized.

93. The second hopeful event had been the
elaboration by the Economic and Social Council
of ~ plan (A/9.83) for the organization and
financing of an expanded co-operative programme
of technical assistance for economic development
to be carried out by the United Nations and the
specialized agencies.

94. During the four years of almost continu
ous consider-stion of the question by the Eco
nomic and Social Council, the delegation of
Lebanon had played a very important role in the
clarification of the purposes and principles of
economic development. In fact, its contribution in
that field could be regarded as second only to its
contribution in the field of human rights. It was
the Lebanese delegation which had sponsored and
defended, against much discouraging scepticism,

.the first resolution adopted by the Assembly on
technical assistance to under-developed countries,
namely, resolution '52 (I) of 14 December 1946.

95. While the plan presented to the Assembly
by the Council was not, in Mr. Malik's view, on
a sufficiently large scale and lacked the boldness
which' the vast problem of under-development re
quired, it was nevertheless an important step to
wards the practical realization of United Nations
objectives in that important field. However, eco
nomic development required capital investment;
without it, the productivity of the under-devel
oped countries could not be increased and their
standards of living could not be raised. No
amount of technical assistance would bring about
economic development if capital resources were

. not available for investment in productive under
takings in the under-developed countries. The
United Nations had not yet fully faced the prob
lem of the enormous gap between the capital re
sources of the industrialized countries 011 the one
hand and of the under-developed countries on the
otherAs long as that gap existed, and as long
as the flow of capital from the advanced to
the .under-developed countries was not properly
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organized, economic development would be gov
erned by the slow evolution of economic processes,
with no prospect of any appreciable rise in stand
ards of living for decades and even centuries to
come. The Lebanese delegations would pursue its
policy of emphasizing that not only in technical
assistance, but also in the actual financing of
schemes of development,the United Nations must
play an original, active and constructive role for
the promotion of one of the main purposes of
the Charter, that of higher standards of living for
all peoples. .

96. Another important development was the
establishment of the Economic Survey Mission
headed by Mr. Gordon Clapp of the Tennessee
Valley Authority. There again. the statement by
President Truman which accompanied the setting
up of the Mission had been encouraging. It ap
peared that the United States was going to lend
both its moral and material support to the con
clusions of that Mission, conclusions which, it
had been asserted again and again by responsible
authorities, would endeavour to steer as clear of
politics as possible. The Assembly would have
occasion, later in the session to examine and pass
on the recommendations of the Mission. Every
scheme that that eminent American would de
vise to help the countries of the Middle East face
and solve their ultimate social and economic prob
lems would be most carefully and sympathetically
examined by the Lebanese delf'.g<1tion.

, \
97. The Arab world had apositive approach to
those problems. It did not want to be isolated
from responsible currents of opinion and action.
The presence of genuine good will in many, quar
ters was fully recognized. But the Arab. States
did require, and rightly, that no scheme, no mat
ter how alluring, should be offered to them at a
political price. It was one thing to attack economic
and social problems on their own merits, without
preconceived ideas and in a spirit of detachment,
in the hope that once they began to yield to ex
pert treatment, a favourable psychological climate
would be created for tackling the formidable out
standing political issues. But it was an entirely
different thing to proceed on the assumption that
the economic and social approach could be sub
stituted for the political, or .that the basic political
rights of the Arabs could be bought off by eco
nomic expedients. The Economic .Survey Mis
sion would make an historic contribution of the
first magnitude to the cause of peace, progress
and concord in .the Middle East, .and the injustice
done to the Arab people would be partially re
dressed, if the former of those two approaches
were strictly, understandingly and farsightedly
adhered to.
98. The implementation of immediate and long
range schemes of economic development through
out the Middle East was undoubtedly one of the
conditions of permanent peace in that part of the
world. But economic development alone was not
enough. Two other fundamental conditions were
necessary for real peace. Those conditions were
possible of attainment if. only all the Powers con
cerned could come together and concentrate on
their problems. Those problems would be per
fectly manageable if they were not constantly put
in the background by other" more. important
matters.
99. Apart from economic development, the sense
of deep injustice which 'rankled in . the people's

n,
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closure against history and tradition was the most
grievous-the great ideological conflict could not
be resolved. That meant that, in a crowded
world, peace was precarious. Unless something
happened to alter that whole situation and to
render possible real communication between the
two opposing concepts, the despairing feeling
would remain that the world was, for the most
part, at grips with shadows and not realities.
104. Mr. TSALDARIS (Greece) stated that
Greece had come to the fourth session of the Gen
eral Assembly of the United Nations with the
confidence which it had always placed in that body
as an instrument of understanding and good will
among peoples. The task facing the Assembly was
a heavy one, and the Greek delegation would not
fail to join in the common effort of studying and
solving the international problems enumerated in
the agenda. The Greek delegation believed, indeed,
that the work to be accomplished by the fourth
session of the General Assembly would-strengthen
the structure of international peace, which was
the common concern of all.
105. Greece attached particular importance to
the work of the United Nations in respect of
the world's economic and social problems, The
economic development and the social progress of
humanity and of each Member nation, in particu
lar, were among the cornerstones of the United
Nations and as such were given the utmost atten
tion by the Greek Government. Greece was there
fore eager to co-operate with fellow Members of
the United Nations in .the common effort. to shape
a new and universal policy capable of meeting
the economic and social needs of mankind.
106. In addition, however, the Greek people
faced other extremely grave problems. Without
dwelling upon the price the Greek people had paid
in defence of freedom and justice, Mr. Tsaldaris,
speaking on behalf of the innumerable innocent
victims of unjust aggression against his country,
stated that those foreign attacks upon Greece
must not be permittedto be launched again.

107. The delegation of Greece had listened with
special attention to the references of preceding
speakers to the. threat to peace in the Balkans. It
deeply appreciated and emphatically endorsed the
insistence of the Member nations that the pur
poses and principles of the Charter and the
recommendations of the Assembly must not be
floutedwith impunity. It agreed that the Assembly

'and the Members of the United Nations had an
interest, an interest as direct as that of Greece,
in seeing that armed attacks upon Members of the
United Nations were stopped. It agreed that its
northern neighbours should realize that their own
self-interest demanded that they should support
every effort to ensure respect for' the independ
ence of small as well as large, nations.

108: The Balkan situation had entered upon a
new phase. Within Greece, more and more of the
people who had been lured into taking up arms
against their Government had learned that they
were being used as tools to destroy their country
and endanger their own welfare. .The virtual
elimination of' guerrilla bands from within its
borders permitted Greece to go forward with
carefully prepared plans of human rehabilitation
and economic reconstruction. The success of
Greece in defending its national integrity was a
fact 'which was heartening to every other -country

hearts had to be removed, When that sense found
expression in literature, poetry, folksongs and
tales of horror handed down from parents to
children, and when the situation was viewed as a
world conspiracy between the great Powers and
the Jews against the Arabs, the problem was
clearly a very difficult one. Something had to be
done to restore the balance or iustice in the minds
of the people affected and to 'convince them that
the whole world was not against them. Mere eco
nomics, no matter how brilliant, would not re
store .the sense of justice, nor would prosperity
alone remove a deep sense of loneliness.
100. The second condition was the removal of

. the deep sense of fear. Nothing was more obvious
than that Israel, left to itself and to the dynamic
forces it had set in motion, would tend to expand
and to dominate the Arab world. It could be ex
tensively shown that that was precisely the de
sire of Israeli visionaries. The great Powers
might well wash their hands and' tell the Arabs
that they must agree with the Israelis, that that
was their problem, that they would not interfere.
But the whole affair, from beginning to end, had
been one long series of interferences. To inter
fere up to a certain point and then, at the crucial
moment, to withdraw, wa ~ in itself a most cynical
form of interference. Peace could not endure in
the Near East in the absence of effective inter
national guarantees against aggression. It was the
responsibility of the great Powers, with .their vast
and vital interests in that part of the world, to
provide the necessary and. sufficient external polit
ical conditions which would make lasting peace
possible. _

101. But all those issues really belonged to the
periphery of the contemporary world situation.
The heart of the matter was the great id~ological

conflict. A world .that had amazingly shrunk was
endeavouring to house at the same time two radi
cally contradictory conceptions of reality. There
was no agreement whatsoever, riot even a distant
hope of agreement, with regard to the ultimate
categories. Man, matter, the individual, the soul,
government, democracy, history, truth, God-all

.those ultimate things had utterly different mean
ings as between the East and the 'West. There
were only three possibilities. The radical conflict
would persist; or a reconciliation would be
effected; or the difference of ideologies would
break out into armed conflict. It was the function
of the United Nations to promote the second pos
sibility or at least to prevent the third.
102. Reconciliation was impossible without
genuine interaction, meeting.. debate, humility of
spirit, openness of mind, belief in reason and
objective truth, and a certain sense of' humour.
But one side in the existing ideological conflict
had herrnetically sealed itself from every outside
influence, physical or. intellectual. There was thus
no genuine interaction, no real meeting ground,
and the necessary objective. conditions for the
modification of fundamental positions were there
fore lacking. True, the General Assembly was a
meeting ground; but did one' system really con
front the other there, was it really challenged by
the other, was there a genuine interpenetration
between the' two orders? It was hardly possible
to assert that that was the case.
103. It was inevitable that, so long .as one side
was. completely closed tothe outside world, both
in space. and in time-s-and in a sense the self-
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115. Greece sought no vengeance for the de
struction and misery brought upon it. The people
of Greece wanted peace, the return of Jheir chil
dren, the rehabilitation of their fellOW citizens,
the chance to perform constructive work. The
Greek army, while it remained along the border
of Greece, was a defensive army which was there
to help guarantee international peace. In the
future, as in the past, Greece would maintain its
policy of respecting the principle of pacific settle
ment of all disputes, as Members of the United
Nations had agreed to do. Greece would defend
itself when attacked, but Greece would not attack.
:116. Mr. Tsaldaris stated that the Greek people
and th0ir Government wished to stress once more
their desire to co-operate in every way in the':
work of the United Nations. Their confidence in
their own will to survive, and in the support of
the United Nations and the Members which up
held the principles of the Charter, had not been
misplaced. The Government and people of Greece
believed that the Assembly would take every mea
sure it could to ensure effective collective action
to prevent a continuance of their sufferings. They
joined 14e vast majority of the peoples and Gov
ernments represented at the Assembly in recog
nizing the importance of maintaining and
enhancing the moral prestige of the United Na
tions, and were convinced that the peoples of the
countries whose rulers had flouted the recom
!lle!1dations o~ the Assembly would increasingly
111Slst that their Governments should comply with
the duties entailed by membership in the United
Nations. .
117. Provided united defensive action was taken
and friendship offered to all who chose to live
in friendship, the principles of freedom, justice
and well being would be preserved and restored
in the Balkans and fostered ·l:i.~roughout the
world. .

lIB. Mr. PEARSON (Canada) remarked that all
speakers in the opening general debate were em
phasizing-and rightly sO-the vital role of the
United Nations in upholding and ensuring peace.
~.\1~ vital question was whether the United Na
tions was fulfilling that role, and whether it was
being given a chance to do it. The answer was.
indicated by the fact that, five years after the
end of the war, even the formal processes of
peace-making had not yet been completed. Yet
even had they been completed, 'there would be no
assurance in the prevailing international atmos
phere-a compound of suspicion and fear-that
the United Nations could convert a technical
peace settlement into something that would be
more than the absence of armed conflict. The
major problems of the post-war period remained
unsettled, and the conditions that would make
possible their solution did not seem to exist. It
was with increasing concern, therefore, that the
peoples of the world regarded those unsolved
problems and watched the United Nations As
sembly in its efforts to make a contribution to
their solution. .
119. It was necessary at the outset to make a'
careful re-appraisal of the policies, activities and
procedures of the. world Organization, and to ask
what, in the circumstances, the United. Nations
might reasonably be expected to accomplish.
120. -The Canadian Government had tried to
make practicability the touchstone' of its attitude '
towards the United Nations; Where it saw any
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marked out for subjugation to Cominform
dictation.

109. The real source of the threat to the peace
in the Balkans had been unmasked. The agents
used in the attacks against Greece had fled to
Albania and, to a lesser degree, Bulgaria. The
forces that had been launched against Greece were
once more physically under the control of the
Cominform. What would it do? Would the Gov
ernments of those countries be permitted to fulfil
their international obligation to disarm those
forces or would they be instructed to use them
further to attack Greece?
110. In that respect the political and military
leadership in Greece continued to be faced with
a dilemma that could be solved only with United
Nations support. "
111. When the guerrillas, under the cover of
Albanian fire, had retreated into Albania, Greece,
under international law, had. had every right to
pursue them. The Greek Government, mindful of
the explosive situation existing in the Balkans
and resolved to co-operate towards a peaceful
solution of the problems of the Balkan peoples,
had ordered its armies to stop at the borders.
112. The purpose of the Charter was to ensure
that any threat to the security of any Member
would be resisted by collective action under the
authority of the Security Council. Unfortunately,
abuse of the principle of great Power unanimity
in that body had so far dashed the hopes of the
authors of that basic document. Fortunately,
Article 51 pointed the way towards collective de
fensive action until the Security Council could
itself employ effective enforcement measures.
113. In other areas where peace had been
threatened, Members of the United Nations had
established means of ensuring collective action to
support the pacific purposes of the Charter.
Reference had been made before the General
Assembly to the Treaty cif Rio de Janeiro and the
North Atlantic Treaty. If the efforts to make the
Security Council effective continued to be frus
trated, it was inevitable that similar conventions
to ensure collective action in defence of the in
tegrity of the Members of, the United Nations
would be developed. Eventually it was to be hoped
that all such conventions would become unneces
sary through self-imposed or agreed limitations
on the use of the veto, which would enable the
Security Council to exercise the responsibilities
entrusted primarily to it under the Charter. In
the meantime, Greece was confident that if peace
in the Balkans were further jeopardized, means
would be found, in accordance with the Charter,
to support the efforts of the countries there de
fending their independence.

1,14. The facts were set forth clearly and sue
c!nctly in ~e reports of the United Nations Spe
cial Committee on the Balkans. The established
facts demonstrated the hollowness of the protes-

. tations dictated by the Cominform.The Assembly
was not unaware of the abuse being levelled at
other Members of the-United Nations, similar to
the propaganda against Greece. The problem had
never been only a Greek problem. It was, how
ever, clearer than ever before that it concerned
the rights of peoples everywhere, particularly in
the Balkans; to continue to be loyal to their own
[i9d, their own country. and their own ideals· of
human dignity and honGu.r. .
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real promise that a proposed course of .action with its existing resources. The demand had often
would contribute effectively to the solution of any been made that the Security Council should inter
particular problem, it was prepared to give it full vene in some area or another with force, and that,
support. On the other hand, it wished to avoid when fighting occurred, the Security Council
giving to the United Nations tasks that, in the should take steps to halt it. There would be a
light of the limitations under which it was suffer- great deal to recommend such intervention if it
ing, and which must some day be removed, it could be carried out firmly and quickly; but the
was clearly unable to perform. It wished to be fact was, of course, that the Security Council
certain that, before. any course of action was had at that time no.effective way of imposing its
initiated, there was a reasonable expectation that will. In consequeJ;in many cases it could do
it could be carried through to a good conclusion, little more in the '••_.se instance than call upon the
and that the Members of the United -Nations parties engaged in the dispute to stop fighting
would support the Organization in that process. and .start talking, offering them the means by
121. Those were the principles which had which they might work out a settlement by nego
guided the Canadian Government in determining tiation rather than by conflict. That was not a
more particularly the policy it should follow in' dramatic or spectacular method of procedure, but
the Security Council, where its first term of in the circumstances it had served well.
membership was about to end. 128. The second principle which, in the Cana
122. Whe,n it had accepted membership in the dian delegation's opinion, should guide the actions
Security Council, the Canadian Government had of the Security Council, was-that the responsibil
been fully' conscious of the great possibilities for ity for solving a political problem should, to the
good which the Council possessed. It had also greatest possible extent, be left with the people
known, however, that those possibilities would immediately affected by it. In respect of Palestine,
be largely nullified i~ the five permanent mem- Indonesia and .Kashmir, for instance, it was still
bers were unable to work together on a basis of .the case that the parties directly concerned and
friendly co-operation and mutual concessions. the people living in the area must seek to deter
Without such a basis, the veto would obviously mine the measures by which peace might be main
be used to prevent political decisions being, tained there. That was not only the most practical
reached 0 in the Council, and the Military Staff principle of action; 'it also revived and strength
Committee would be unable to' agree to put ened a sense of responsibility at the point where
international force behind any decision, even if it was most vital to ht':althypolitical life, and it set
one were reached. the)'objectives of an agreed rather than an im-
123. In spite of those handicaps, however, the posed solution . .'
majority of the members of the Security Council 1?9. The third general principle was that the
had tried to make it work as constructively as pos-' Security Council should in all cases immediately
sible, and there had been some real successes. use its influence to put an end to hostilities or

'disorders whenever they occurred. By insisting on.
124. As a consequence, th~ Council, although un- that principle, and by insisting equally that fight
fortunately still lacking the"'~:wers necessary to ing should be stopped without prejudice to the
fulfil its primary function of maintaining peace ultimate political solution, the: Security Council
and security, had worked out flexible and adapt- had been on strong ground. It had not, of course,
able procedures which had oftett proved. effective been able to command complete obedience. Fight
and which at least' constituted a useful method of ing had recurred even in areas where a firm truce
doing international business. had seemed to have been established, and it had
125. In the existing international political situa- not been possible to guarantee absolutely that the
tion, what was surprising was not that the Secu- ultimate outcome of a dispute would not be af
rity Council had done so little, but that it had done fected by .the military action which had taken
so much. In particular, very valuable experience place. In general, however, the primary concern
had been gained, and some good results achieved, of the Security Council, namely, that peace should
in the handling of three troublesome and danger- be kept while negotiations proceeded, had been
ous questions: Palestine, Indonesia and Kashmir. respected and had contributed materially to the
The, Security Council had not solved any of those progress made in the settlement of disputes. The
problems;' it was clear that their ultimate solution moral authority of the Organization was no slight
mustbe worked out by the people who were di- thing, and no State, great or small, lightly disre-
rectly. responsible and whose daily lives were garded its decisions. " .
actua.llyaffected. The Council had nevertheless 130. It was an encouragement to those who be
played an important' roleIn.preventingthe out- lieved in the United Nations and hoped for its
breakofgen.eral war inallthree areas. That-Had success to observe the practical results of the ap
to be admitted even by those who' Were disap- plication of, the principles outlined. It was en
pointed because the Council had not been able to cour<iging also to have found that, as' demands.
take-final and definite action, in regard to any had been made on theUnited Nations, people had
one\of,them. come forward and offered their services, often in
126." 'The Canadia.n:delegation -hoped that, in dangerous circumstances, in order to meet those
carrying outits further responsibilities.ithe Coun- demands. There was no~.greater evidence of the
cilwouldbe guided'by certain principles of action vitality of the UnitedNations .and of the role,
Whichhad emerged in the course.ofthe preceding which it might play in .theworld than the loyal'
two or three years. Those principles, in default of service. which it. had been able to command from
anhnproyement in-relationsbetween jthe commu- nationals of its own Members.
nist and democratic worlds, would-seem to mark 13L The task before the United Nations was
t4elimittthat cq~ldb~rei\ched~tthattillle. ,".' great, .and its responsibilities were likely to be

·127; The first was that the Security -Counoil steady.and.continuing' .rather than brief and epi
should .not initia.teaction itcQuld not complete sodic. For example, all three of themajorsubjects
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those bodies would have been more impressive if
the Government which he represented had not
refused to play any part in the United Nations
specialized agencies which had been established
since the war. That boycott extended even to
those agencies dealing with questions of health
and welfare, food and agriculture, civil aviation
and cultural relations. A Government which fol
lowed that negative and sterile policy should not
lecture the rest of the world on support for the
United Nations or on the virtues of international
co-operation.
135. The representative of the Soviet Union had
also argued at that time, and in more detail on
other occasions,that the international control of
weapons of mass destruction must not bring with
it encroachment upon national sovereignty. Such
an insistence would make effective control futile
and meaningless. It would be small comfort, if
and when the first super-atomic explosion took
place, to know that while everything else had been
lost, national sovereignty had been saved. If a
State put formal sovereignty before peace and se
curity, then its support for international control
of atomic and other weapons of mass destruction
was hypocritical and meaningless.
136. The leader of the USSR delegation had
also made a vigorous attack on warmongering,
something which was, of course, generally de
tested and which must be combated from what
ever source it came, whether from a betticose
general or a Cominform agitator. But Mr.
Vyshinsky had ignored completely one despicable
form of that crime against peace, namely, incite
ment to civil war, the direct attempt of one Gov
ernment to destroy the authority of the Govern..
ment of some other State by fomenting civil war.
Be had also ignored that kind of warmongering,
which, by State decree and direction, poisoned the
minds of peoples against each other; which prosti
tuted the education of children to the end-of
aggressive ideological warfare; the kind of war
mongering' which distorted and misrepresented
history, science and even letters in the interest of
national policy and which prevented international
understanding and .co-operation by spreading a
blanket of fear, ignorance and isolation over the
minds and bodies 'of its people.
137. The leader of the delegation of the Soviet
Union had made a plea for peace and had said
that his country remained faithful to the princi
ples of international co-operation. He could be
assured of Canada's devotion to those ideals, and
ifthe Canadian Government was sceptical of their
acceptance by some others, that scepticism could
be easily removed when performance matched
promise. Mr. Vyshinsky had.quoted the head of
his Government as having said that the USSR was
for peace j but there had been other statements
from that same source, meant not for foreign but
for home consumption" which had preached the
gospel of inevitable and bitter conflict. Which was
the world to believe?
138. Th~smaller Powers knew, with a special
feeling .. of dread, that there was no real peace in
the world but fear and insecurity. They knew that

.there was a great menace totheir free institutions,
their security, their very lives in the aggressive
and subversive force of international communism
which had behind it all the resources of a' great
Power, the most heavily. armed Power in the
W9rld, wh~re every male inhabitant was.dedicated
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which had preoccupied the Security Council dur
ing the previous two years were related to one
great, general and continuing movement. That
movement arose out of the transformation of tile
colonial relationship between European peoples
and the peoples of other continents into a new
partnership of free communities. A great tide was
moving in the affairs of men; it called for radical
and complicated adjustment in political relation
ships. It was not surprising that the process of
adjustment was producing strains and tensions,
and that there was some impatience for greater
speed. But every day brought new evidence that
the process begun many decades before was ac
celerating and that a completely new relationship
was being established between the peoples of the
Western world and what had once been called de
pendent areas. The United' Nations was playing
an important part in that process. That was one
of the reasons why the world should be most
grateful for the existence ofsthe Organization.

132. At the 226th meeting, as on many other
occasions, the leader of the USSR delegation had
accused the democracies of imperialism. The fact
was, of course, that imperialism of the old kind
was a rapidly diminishing force and a dying doc
trine. The real danger lay in the new imperialism
of the post-war period.' During that period only
one State in the world had extended its borders
and the area of its domination. That State had
annexed 179,000 square miles of territory, and
had included within its borders in the preceding
ten years more than twenty-one million people.
Backed by its armies, it had imposed satellite
regimes on neighbouring States. It had used its
great material power and resources to impose its
economic control on the peoples under its influ
ence. Its leaders had talked freely of liberation
and of national sovereignty, but its agents abroad
had never hesitated to proclaim their obedience
to its control and their determination to serve its
interests above the interests of their own Govern
ments and their own peoples.

133. How could there be a feeling of peace and
security when an alien Power insisted on impos
ing its domination over other nations and peo
plea? The free democracies did not for a moment
dispute the right of any State to maintain its
own social and economic order, together with its
territorial integrity. But they rejected the new
imperialism which used the subversive forces of
international communism to destroy the national
independence even of communist States which
would not accept its interference and its dictates.
It was that new imperialism which the world
watched with so much concern, partly because 'of
its aggressiveness, partly because of its inherent
instability. There was already evidence that be
cause of its own internal weaknesses and con
tradictions it .would not .survive. As that new
imperialism changed, it most just and equitable
relationship among the States which it affected,
might come about. Mr. Pearson hoped that the "
United Nations would be permitted to play a con
structive role in that change, as it was doing in
other areas where the old imperialism of. earlier
centuries was disappearing.

134. The leader of the USSR delegation had
also made a strong plea for support Of the United
Nations. He had said that United Nations bodies
in .th'eir existing form were most unsatisfactory,
but his appeal for support· and improvement .of
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142. The second laid down~ as the condition for
prohibition of atomic weapons, a system of ade
quate and rigid international control. The major
ity' in the Assembly had already translated those
words into express conditions which represented
the requirements' for effective control and pro
hibition. If the USSR accepted those conditions,
progress could be made in that most vital matter.
If it did not, then its proposal did not achieve
anything except, once again, in the field of
propaganda.

143. The third proposal was an appeal to the
Members of the United Nations-and especially
to the permanent members of the Security Coun
cil-to settle differences peacefully. That specific
obligation had already been assumed by all Mem
ber States by acceptance of the Charter. Further
more, the inclusion of the words "the mighty
popular movement . . . for peace and against the
warmongers", which had a peculiar meaning in
the communist lexicon; seemed to bring that pro-

. posal also into the field of propaganda.

144. If the practice of introducing proposals for
propaganda purposes persisted, the' Assembly
would find it difficult to make that contribution to
peace which was so ardently desired, In spite of
all obstacles, however, the task must be everlast
ingly continued. Only by so doing could there be
maintained, in the.minds and hearts of all peoples,
faith in the United Nations as the best-possibly
the .only-hope for the prevention of a war,
which, if allowed to occur, would engulf and de
stroy all mankind.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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and trained to the military or other-service of his
Government from the cradle to the grave. When
some States, knowing that there was at the mo
ment no prospect of universal" collective defence
through the United Nations, attempted to remove
or alleviate fear by banding together in a pact
which would make possible at least some collective
resistance against aggression" the attempt was
branded as ag~essive and contt~ry to the Char
ter. The repetition of that charge-did not make
it true. especially when it was made by those who
had already worked out a whole network of
treaties and alliances in eastern Europe, only a
few of which had been registered with the United
Nations..
139. If and when the United Nations could or
ganize effective arrangements feir defence ~gainst
aggression on a universal basis, an other alterna
tive and second-best arrangements would have to
be scrapped. In spite of all obstacles, all efforts
should be directed to that end. Until it had been
achieved, however, collective force/on a narrower
front, should be put behind the will for peace.
The actions of the North Atlantic. nations would
be the best proof that their intentions were not
aggressive. They were willing to accept that test;
others would also be judged by their actions' and
not by their words.
140. That test could be applied, for instance, to
the proposals submitted to the General Assembly
by the delegation of the Soviet Union (226th
meeting).
141. .The first proposal, by singling out two
Member States for condemnation as warmongers,
was obviously intended for propaganda and not
for peace.

General debate (conclusion): speeches tion behind the League of Nations, but it had
by Mr. Bevin (United Kingdom of never been achieved. It had been confidently as
Great Britain and Northern Ireland), sumed that if the great Powers could, in spite of

Mr. ·•. Dadilla Nervo (Mexico), Mr. their widely differing economic systems, find a
c, basis upon which they could co-operate, there

Manuilsky(Ukrainian'Soviet Socialist would be a reasonable chance of succeeding 'in
Republic), Mr. Arce (Argentina), giving effect to that principle 'of universality. He
Mr. Henriquez Ul"ena (Dominican Re- had cometo the current session with a slight hope

Publie)~', Mr. KinO' (Liberia)" IIr.. that in the course of it the General Assembly
e might take a, step forward in that direction.' The

Eban (Israel) speech the USSR representative had made at the
L . Mr. BEVIN CVnited Kingdoth) recalled that 226th meeting, however, could scarcely be called
in his speech to the General Assembly at tIle third encouraging or likely to help in the achievement
session," he hadjmade' it clear that the United of that objective. It must beremember.ed that un
Kingdom was disappointed with the progress' of less there was a firm universal foundation based
the. United Nations. He felt that it might yet re- on 'understanding between the. five great Powers,
co~er. its original spirit, b~t h~,:~iwa.s. t,>ourtd. to .there was little. chance of the. Security Council,
point out that the apparent incompatibility exist- the General Assembly and the subordinate agen
ing between the great Powers' had. made it im- cies proving effective.
possible to find a satisfactory •• basisvfor .a, world ~~ Scarcely any problem which' had been re
peace structure. It. was useless to nourish ildceh.l--fe~)red to the organs or to the subordinate agencies
sions; the facts must be faced. • . .:' oJ the United Nations had-beenapproached or
2. The United Nations had been createh.Ab pealt within an objective way. The hopes of the
achieve universality. That had been the concep- ,'United Nations had been given a grave set-back

1 See Official Retords of. the third sesSion of the Gin- \by Mr.• Molotov's speech during 'the Assembly in.
eral Assembly, ,Part 1, 144thptenary meetjng. 1946, ill which he had described whathe'c~l1ed

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-NINTH PLENARY MEETING
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iJeld at Flushing Meadow, New York.• on Monday, 26 September 1949, at 3 p.m.

President: General Carlos P. ROMuLo (Philippines).
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